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BIM in the organisation – questions and answers

Change is a constant throughout our lives. The current 
transformations of public administration are mainly 
marked by the 3E principles (Eff ectiveness, Effi  ciency, 
Economy), meaning acting eff ectively, effi  ciently, and 
economically. The digitisation of public administration 
greatly helps to achieve these principles. We should 
see this transformation as a societal change that will 
aff ect as well our mindset.

Digital technologies help to simplify, speed up and 
opti mize activities, therefore are beginning to be used 
in all areas of the economy and industry. The construc-
tion sector is no exception, and is now becoming a 
fi eld in which transformations are becoming real. Part 
of the transformation is also the use of a procedure that 
positively changes the view of construction and rela-
ted acti vities. This procedure is called the BIM method. 

So let's take a look at what BIM means, how it aff ects 
the public sector, what benefi ts it brings and how to 
use the BIM method in the management and mainte-
nance of public assets.

What is BIM?

(Building Information Management)

Why 
do we need 

to know 
about BIM?

How else 
will BIM 

benefit us?

Does BIM 
involve 

the public 
sector?

How 
much time 
do we have 
to prepare?

Where 
can we find 

the necessary
 information, 

manuals, 
and methodologies?

What 
steps can 

our organisation 
expect?

Does the state 
provide 
support?

Are there 
any risks?
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What is BIM?

(Building Information Management)

BIM in the organisation – questions and answers

   BIM is the process of creating, sharing, and managing information about a building throughout its life cycle 
(preparation, construction, and operation).

   BIM is information management and facilitates the connection of often pre-existing processes 
in the organisation using digitisation.

   BIM also works with project documentation in digital form shared by the participating entities.

   BIM is part of the Czech Republic's national plan aimed at the digitisation of the public sector 
and the simplifi cation of administrative proceedings.
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What is BIM?

(Building Information Management)

   The Czech government has made the decision to digitalise the public sector as enshrined 
in the Digital Czechia program. (www.digitalnicesko.cz)

   The Concept for BIM Method Deployment was approved within the adoption of Government 
Resolution 682, which inter alia includes the obligation to use these methods for selected 
construction projects.

   Aff ected laws and related decrees are being amended in connection with BIM 
implementation.

BIM in the organisation – questions and answers
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What is BIM?

(Building Information Management)

   Yes, the public sector will be obliged to apply the BIM method for overlimit public 
construction contracts.

   The scope of passportization using the BIM method is under consideration. 

   It is critical to note that one-shot try “to insert construction project into BIM” is not enough. 
Instead, the organisation must precisely prepare themself to the new situation, 
to defi ne and start to follow new rules that will allow to process tendering, realization 

and maintenance of buildings using BIM method in standard daily routine.

BIM in the organisation – questions and answers
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What is BIM?

(Building Information Management)

   Optimisation of building design (clearer data for decision-making).
   Construction savings (construction preparation and management, more accurate 
measurements and quantities).

   More effi  cient administration and maintenance, as well as savings during renovations 
and reconstruction work.

   Online sharing of data, information and ”single truth” among all participants in case 
of any change in shared documentation.

   Decision-making based on complete, up-to-date and interconnected information 
about the construction.
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What is BIM?

(Building Information Management)

   The obligation for overlimit public construction contracts is expected 
to apply from July 2023.

   Individual sub-steps depend on the organisation's readiness for building 
information management (i.e. the BIM method). Implementation 
depends on the level of digitisation, IT readiness, the sophistication and 

expertise of processes and departments within the organisation and the 
commitment to change.

   The key is to start preparing, testing and taking the gradual steps 
to achieve the fi nal objective.

BIM in the organisation – questions and answers
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What is BIM?

(Building Information Management)

   Yes. The Czech government commissioned the Ministry of Industry 
and Trade to coordinate the preparation and implementation of public 
sector support.

   Among other things, the Czech Standardization Agency is responsible 
for providing this support.

   Support includes the provision of methodologies, standards, 
models, support for pilot projects, education and training.

BIM in the organisation – questions and answers
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What is BIM?

(Building Information Management)

   The central point for access to information is the interactive portal
www.KoncepceBIM.cz.

   Supporting materials, methodology, information brochures, specialised 
articles and other useful items are available at www.KoncepceBIM.cz. 
And also experience from pilot projects of public investors.

   Other sources of information include workshops, training 
sessions, conferences and other activities organised by the Czech 
Standardization Agency.

BIM in the organisation – questions and answers
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What is BIM?

(Building Information Management)

   The primary risk is when organisation has a low readiness for such 
change in organisational, operational and temporal terms. It is critical 
that an organisation begins training and setting up processes to ensure 

the smoothest possible BIM implementation prior to the execution 
of projects using the BIM method.

   Inadequacy of the scope and pace of the implementation 
of the BIM method due to the level of readiness of the organisation.

BIM in the organisation – questions and answers
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What is BIM?

(Building Information Management)

   Determine the level of the organisation's readiness.
   Defi ne a person (BIM Manager) responsible for BIM implementation 
in the organisation.

   Organise an internal BIM team for the implementation of the BIM method.
   Conduct a review of human resources, processes, and IT infrastructure.

   Set up changes to the processes and preparation of building 
documentation.

   Implement a pilot project to verify new rules and procedures.

BIM in the organisation – questions and answers
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 BIM is the process of creating, exploiting, and managing data about 
a building throughout its life cycle (preparation, construction, and 
operation).

 BIM enables what are often existing processes in the organisation 
to be linked up using digitisation.

 BIM also works with project documentation in digital form shared 
by the participating entities.

 BIM is part of the Czech Republic's national plan aimed at the 
digitisation of the public sector and the simplifi cation of administrative 
proceedings.

 The Czech government has made the decision to digitalise the public 
sector as enshrined in the Digital Czechia program 
(www.digitalnicesko.cz).

 The Concept for BIM Method Deployment was approved within the 
adoption of Government Resolution 682, which inter alia includes the 
obligation to apply this method for select construction projects.

 Aff ected laws and related decrees are being amended in connection 
with the implementation of BIM.

 Optimisation of building design (clearer data for decision-making).
 Construction savings (construction preparation and management, more 
accurate measurements and quantities).

 More effi  cient administration and maintenance.
 Online sharing of data, information and single truth among all 
participants and in case of any changes in shared documentation.

 Savings during renovations and reconstruction work.

 Yes. The Czech government commissioned the Ministry of Industry 
and Trade to coordinate the preparation and implementation of public 
sector support.

 Among other things, the Czech Standardization Agency is responsible 
for providing this support.

 Support includes the provision of methodologies, standards, models, 
support for pilot projects, education and training.

 The primary risk is when organisation is not ready for such change 
in organisational, operational and temporal terms. It is critical that 
an organisation begins learning and setting up processes to ensure 
the smoothest possible BIM implementation prior to the execution of 
projects using the BIM method.

 Inadequacy of the scope and pace of the implementation of the BIM 
method due to the level of readiness of the organisation.

 The central point for access to information is the interactive portal 
www.KoncepceBIM.cz.

 Supporting materials, methodology, informational brochures, specialised 
articles and other useful items are available at 
www.KoncepceBIM.cz. And also experience from pilot projects of public 
investors.

 Other sources of information include workshops, training sessions, 
conferences and other activities organised by the Czech Standardization 
Agency.

Does BIM involve the public sector?Why do we need to know about BIM?

How else will BIM benefi t us? How much time do we have to prepare?

Where can we fi nd the necessary information, 
manuals, and methodologies?

What is BIM? (Building Information Management)

 Determine the level of the organisation's readiness.
 Defi ne a person (BIM Manager) responsible for BIM implementation 
in the organisation.
 Organise an internal BIM team for the implementation of the BIM method.
 Conduct a review of human resources, processes, and IT infrastructure.
 Set up changes to the processes and preparation of building 
documentation.
 Implement a pilot project to verify new rules and procedures.

Are there any risks? What steps can our organisation expect?

Is the state providing support?

BIM in the organisation – questions and answers

 The obligation for overlimit construction contracts is expected to apply 
from July 2023.

 The individual steps depend on the organisation's readiness for building 
information management (i.e. the BIM method). Implementation 
depends on the level of digitisation, IT read iness, the sophistication and 
expertise of processes and depart ments within the organisation and the 
commitment to change.

 The key is to start preparing, testing and taking gradual steps to achieve 
the fi nal objective.

 Yes, the public sector will be obliged to apply the BIM method for over-
limit public construction contracts. 

 The scope of passportization using the BIM method is under 
consideration. 

 It is critical to note that one-shot try “to insert construction project into 
BIM” is not enough. Instead, the organisation must precisely prepare 
themself to the new situation, to defi ne and start to follow new rules 
that will allow to process tendering, realization and maintenance of 
buildings using BIM method in standard daily routine.

BIM. Tendering confi dently and fairly, building and operating eff ectively.
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What steps can our organisation expect? 

Prepare the Process Documentation

 design processes and information fl ows

 confi gure the method used to communicate and work with information

 confi gure internal standards, prepare template documentation

 confi gure a uniform data standard

2021-2022

Complete pilot projects

 identify suitable pilot projects

 verify the Process Documentation in pilot projects

 monitor functionality, interconnectedness across the organisation

 modify Process Documentation based on fi ndings from pilot projects

2021-2022

2023

PREPARE

START

VERIFY

Verify readiness for the implementation of the BIM method

 defi ne a responsible person = BIM Manager

 defi ne an internal or external analytical project team

 conduct a diff erence (GAP) analysis

 set change management conditions in the organisation

2021 FIND OUT

Defi ne a project plan for the implementation of the BIM method 

 establish a BIM project team and defi ne roles and responsibilities

 defi ne requirements and conditions for the preparation of the organisation's Process 
Documentation

 defi ne a realistic schedule for the implementation of the BIM method in the organisation

 defi ne a change management strategy in the organisation and manage defi ned risks

2021 DESIGN

Construction projects using the BIM method 

BIM. Tendering confi dently and fairly, building and operating eff ectively.
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What questions need to be answered?

How can we determine, that an organisation is suffi  ciently prepared for the implementation of the BIM method?
 Do we have described construction-related process fl ows and processes? 
 Do we have suffi  cient IT infrastructure for the digitisation of building records and management, or do we use cloud solutions?
 Do we have suffi  cient human resources in terms of specialisation, and above all capacities?

Should we assign a person responsible for implementing BIM in the organisation?
Yes. To ensure proper deployment, we recommend to assign a person responsible to lead the project of implementation the BIM method 
into organisation timely before executing construction projects using BIM. He/she may also play the role of the contact person for BIM 
implementation team in the Czech Republic (Czech standardisation agency) and share the necessary information. 

How to implement the BIM method? 
We recommend defi ning an internal project team to handle the implementation of the BIM method within an organisation. This should 
be represented by roles that will be responsible for analysis of the current state, the defi nition of the rules for the implementation 
of the BIM method, and the preparation of BIM documentation. The following roles are involved*:   BIM Manager   Legal counsel 
 IT specialist   Investment specialist   Civil engineer   Technologist (building systems)   Information manager   Facility manager

* these roles may be outsourced if internal capacities are insuffi  cient

Does BIM implementation impact existing processes within the organisation?
Yes. Implementation of BIM method within the organisation may result in changes in processes and activities tied with 
construction projects. Simplifi cation and streamlining are the objectives of this process. Examples include activities involved in 
public procurement, the preparation of project engineering documentation and asset management.

What documentation needs to be prepared for BIM?
Documentation should be prepared by the project team to permit easy modifi cation when executing a specifi c project in 
BIM. This particularly involves the following:   BIM Protocol (contractual arrangements for the use of models) including 
annexes on information and CDE requirements, the BIM execution plan (BEP), Contractual Standard   Template of 
procurement documentation to permit easy adaptation to a specifi c construction project using BIM.

How can we check that the defi ned rules are correct?
Pilot project(s) should be used to verify these rules. Information can be obtained from the Czech Standardization 
Agency’s pilot project program.
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Executive summary
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Use continuing training and educational events, motivate 
employees to change.

BIM is more than a 3D model, and it accompanies a building throughout its life cycle.

The BIM method is about connecting and modifying existing processes 
in the organisation using digitisation.

BIM implementation must be resolved as a project with an emphasis 
on change management in the organisation.

Implementation of the BIM method is a long-term process 
and it needs objectives, a strategy, and a plan.

The state does provide support in the form of methodology, 
standards, and templates.

The obligation concerning overlimit public contracts enters into 
force in 2023.

BIM may be used in digital construction proceedings 
beginning in 2023.

BIM is part of the Digital Czechia program.

BIM. Tendering confi dently and fairly, building and operating eff ectively.
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Implementation of the BIM method is a complex acti-
vity involving numerous tasks that occur across and 
inside an organisation. It is more than simple digital 
modelling; it primarily involves aggregating and shar-
ing information, communication between participants, 
and the confi guration of optimal processes.

This part of the brochure contains a procedure specifi -
cally for the organisation's middle management. Middle 
management within public administration is defi ned as 
the managers and directors of individual units (agen-
das). Like management, which already has suffi  cient 
authority and responsibility for actions aimed at imple-
menting the BIM method in the organisation, middle 
management plays a key role in the implementation 
process. 

The main task of middle management is to set up build-
ing information management (BIM) so as to achieve 
greater work effi  ciency by digitising the entire life cycle 
of the building, from the initial plan to its use and mana-
gement. Signifi cant cost savings can undoubtedly be 
ensured thanks to better management and decision-
making options at various stages of the building life 
cycle and on the basis of easily accessible information.

Middle management

DismantlingPlanning and plan 

Life cycle
of a building

BIM

Use, O

per
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 M
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d Changes Studies and Proposal
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Data

Understanding

Decisions

Result Digital 
twin

Real 
twin

Framework for the BIM method

Information

Communication

Processes

BIM method

BIM. Tendering confi dently and fairly, building and operating eff ectively.
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What steps can our organisation expect? 

BIM. Tendering confi dently and fairly, building and operating eff ectively.

Prepare the Process Documentation

 design processes and information fl ows

 confi gure the method used to communicate and work with information

 confi gure internal standards, prepare template documentation

 confi gure a uniform data standard

2021-2022

Complete pilot projects

 identify suitable pilot projects

 verify the Process Documentation in pilot projects

 monitor functionality, interconnectedness across the organisation

 modify Process Documentation based on fi ndings from pilot projects

2021-2022

PREPARE

VERIFY

Verify readiness for the implementation of the BIM method

 defi ne a responsible person = BIM Manager

 defi ne an internal or external analytical project team

 conduct a diff erence (GAP) analysis

 set change management conditions in the organisation

2021 FIND OUT

Defi ne a project plan for the implementation of the BIM method 

 establish a BIM project team and defi ne roles and responsibilities

 defi ne requirements and conditions for the preparation of the organisation's Process 
Documentation

 defi ne a realistic schedule for the implementation of the BIM method in the organisation

 defi ne a change management strategy in the organisation and manage defi ned risks

2021 DESIGN

2023 START

Construction projects using the BIM method 
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FIND OUT
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Every organisation has its own style of doing things, its 
own processes, mode of operation, level of education 
among employees and technical facilities. As part of 
major legislative changes, such as the introduction of 
the BIM method, the organisation will face the task 
of designing its own feasible way for making such a 
change. 

From the organisation's point of view, it is then 
necessary to defi ne institutional conditions that will 
enable and support the entire process of change. 

The fi rst step is to check readiness in terms of human 
resources, the organisation, processes and technology. 
A comparative (GAP) analysis is available as a means of 
determining existing conditions and should compare 
the current state of the organisation with its future 
state. 

This analysis should be performed by a motivated 
analytical project team led by the person responsible 
for the success of the entire change. Motivation 
to change is the decisive factor for success in im-
plementing the BIM method in an organisation!

Verify the organisation's readiness for the implementation of the BIM method
Conduct a diff erence analysisDefi ne a responsible person Defi ne a project team Set management conditions

  Set change management conditions 
in the organisation

 Conduct a diff erence (GAP) analysis

 Defi ne an internal or external analytical project team

  Defi ne a person responsible for BIM implementation 
= BIM Manager

FIND OUT2021

Verify the organisation's readiness for implementation 
of the BIM method into the organisation
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Verifying the readiness of the organisation for the im-
plementation of the BIM method is one of the most 
important steps. This role should be assigned to a liable 
person who takes responsibility for analytical aspects as 
well as implementation and managing the changes that 
accompany implementation of the BIM method in the 
organisation. 

This person, the BIM Manager, will be responsible for 
and coordinate activities that take place within the orga-
nisation (internal) and cooperation with entities outside 
the organisation (external). His fi rst task is defi ning an 
analytical team. The BIM Manager should defi nitely not 
be an employee with professional responsibility for ICT 
issues in the organisation; but a person who is able to 
cover internal processes and process fl ows of specifi c 
units.

The BIM Manager needs skills in the form of the ability to 
manage the changes that will occur during the imple-
mentation of the BIM method, and must have good com-
munication and negotiation skills. However, it is essential 
that his role and the associated powers and responsibili-
ties be clearly defi ned in advance and integrated into 
the governance structure throughout the organisation, 
including their adequate capacity for that role.

 Internal activities / responsibilities

inform management of the status of the project

communicate risks

lead the project team for the implementation of the BIM method

cooperate with external entities

coordinate touched departments and activities accross the organisation

contact person for the organisation

 External activities / responsibilities

Activities / responsibilities of the BIM Manager (examples)

The BIM Manager is a key role for 
the organisation and will lead the 
implementation of the BIM meth-
od throughout the organisation. 
The organisation should therefore 
pay close attention to the abilities, 
knowledge and skills of the person 
who will play this role.

Verify the organisation's readiness for the implementation of the BIM method
Conduct a diff erence analysisDefi ne a responsible person Defi ne a project team Set management conditions
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 BIM Manager

 Legal counsel

 IT specialist

 Investment specialist

 Civil engineer

 Technologist (building systems) 

 Information manager

 Facility manager

Role (examples)

Defi ne an internal or external analytical project team
The task of the analytical project team is 
primarily to analyse the current state in order to 
assess the level of readiness of the organization 
for the change, that the use of the BIM method 
will bring in the organization. The project team 
must be represented by roles (professions) who 
are able to assess such readiness in terms of 
human resources, the organisation, processes, 
and technology. 

If the organisation lacks such professions, it is 
possible to use external services provided by 
consultants in this fi eld available on the market. 

Verify the organisation's readiness for the implementation of the BIM method
Conduct a diff erence analysisDefi ne a responsible person Defi ne a project team Set management conditions
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Manages and coordinates the activities of analytical and project team members 
for the implementation of the BIM method in the organisation.

Analyses contractual documentation and procurement documentation for public 
construction contracts and the implementation of the BIM method. 

Conducts analysis of IT infrastructure (SW tools in use, data connectivity, HW, etc.), proposals 
for the selection of CDE solutions set up conditions of SLA or/and decide forcloud solutions. 

Analyses processes and impacts in the preparation and implementation of investments 
using BIM. 

Analyses processes related to construction expertise within a construction project 
using an information model. 

Analyses the technical records for managed buildings, which will relate to the technological side 
of the project in the design of the model, proposals for new technologies – more effi  cient solutions. 

The role is only important once the execution phase of BIM implementation begins, but it is good practice 
to have them at least partially involved in the analytical part. This role checks the model and information 
according to the execution of the project and buildings. 

Analyses the impacts of the proposed solutions on the buildings maintenance, including 
the cost of these impacts and on services for end users, designing more effective solutions 
from the perspective of building maintenance.

Activity

 BIM Manager

 Legal counsel

 IT specialist

 Investment specialist

 Civil engineer

 Technologist (building systems) 

 Information manager

 Facility manager

Role (examples)

Defi ne an internal or external analytical project team
The task of the analytical team 
will be to perform a GAP analysis, 
which simply means creation 
of list of change requests and 
their conditions based on the 
diff erence between the initial 
readiness of the organisation 
to implement the BIM method 
and its proposed goal to use it.

Below are examples of roles for 
the analytical team and their 
activities that demonstrate their 
expertise.

Verify the organisation's readiness for the implementation of the BIM method
Conduct a diff erence analysisDefi ne a responsible person Defi ne a project team Set management conditions
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A diff erence (or GAP) analysis compares the current state to a future 
(or desired) state. The objective is to provide the organisation's mana-
gement with a clear picture that will support decision-making. The 
GAP analysis includes three activities: 

 Analysing the current state
 Proposing the future state 
  Compile a list of requirements 
(diff erence between the current and future state).

The organisation refl ects on its current state in the fi rst step. This is 
nothing more than a thorough mapping of processes and resources, 
in order to clearly see how the organisation works with information. 
The second step means the active collection of knowledge about the 
future. Such as where the market is going, how the laws will change, 
what's going on. Based on this, the organisation considers how to 
incorporate these changes into its own plans. The last point is the re-
sult (diff erence) of the two previous ones. Within it, the organisation 
will compile a list of activities that need to be carried out to achieve 
the future state.

This list will then be expanded in the next steps with further detail. 
Therefore, it is extremely important to pay due attention to this ana-
lysis.

 Analyse the current state of the organisation

 Propose the future state of the organisation

Conduct a diff erence (GAP) analysis

The diff erence analysis 
is a key analysis for 
identifying needs when 
implementing the BIM 
method in an organisation 
and the quality of its 
implementation should not 
be underestimated! 

Verify the organisation's readiness for the implementation of the BIM method
Conduct a diff erence analysisDefi ne a responsible person Defi ne a project team Set management conditions

 Prepare a list of requirements
 (diff erence between the current and future state)
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The primary questions involved in any analysis are what 
is being analysed and why. The process of managing this 
change primarily involves human resources, processes, the 
organisation, and technology. Within human resources, the 
primary focus is on verifying that the organisation has suf-
fi cient capacities among employees and suffi  cient exper-
tise in areas concerned with the implementation of the BIM 
method in the organisation. 

Within processes and the organisation, all activities, along 
with the information needed to execute such activities, in-
volved in the changes are mapped and it is determined if 
the organisation is suffi  ciently ready to adopt these changes. 
The assessment of suffi  cient technical and software equip-
ment related to buildings, including existing asset registra-
tion systems, is also important for digitisation. 

The analytical team should use all the information and tools 
available as of the date of the analysis and use the prepared 
check-lists to monitor the organisation's readiness to imple-
ment the BIM method. Consistent and truthful analysis is the 
most important step in this regard in the successful transi-
tion to the use of the BIM method in the organisation.

 Human resources

 Processes

 Organisation

 Technology

What is analysed?

 Analyse the current state of the organisation

Conduct a diff erence (GAP) analysis

 Organisational rules and structure

 Job descriptions

 Internal regulations related to construction 
and buildings maintenance and public 
contracts

 Interviews with responsible persons 
in the organisation

 Valid legislation concerning the BIM method

 IT infrastructure solutions for the 
organisation

What is used for the analysis? (examples)

Verify the organisation's readiness for the implementation of the BIM method
Conduct a diff erence analysisDefi ne a responsible person Defi ne a project team Set management conditions
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Analysis of the current state helps us defi ne the initial level of the 
organisation's readiness to change. It is necessary to be aware of the 
processes involved in implementing BIM in an organisation. Since the 
managed change is a change in human resources, the organisation, 
processes, and technology, it is necessary to analyse the activities that 
aff ect them in these areas. The basic document of each organisation is 
its organisational rules and structure, which defi ne the competencies 
of individual organisational units and individual job descriptions. 
Within them, the analytical team should focus on activities related to 
the construction, buildings maintenance, as well as the award of public 
construction contracts and related activities. 

Internal regulations, such as rules, guidelines, methodological guidelines 
and documents related to the organisation's information policy within 
the ICT infrastructure, will help to understand the sub-processes. 
Interviews with those responsible for the analysed sub-activity should 
be used for clarifi cation, unless that person is directly a member of 
the analysis team. During the interview, it is also necessary to fi nd out 
whether the current practice corresponds in detail to the documents, 
to accept suggestions for improvement and at the same time to explain 
the purpose for which the change is being made. Acquaint key people 
with the valid and forthcoming legislation in the fi eld of BIM and at the 
same time motivate them for the planned changes and thus informally 
obtain support from lower levels of the organisation and at various 
stages of the implementation of these changes.

What is analysed?

 Human resources

 Processes

 Organisation

 Technology

 Organisational rules and structure

 Job descriptions

 Internal regulations related to construction 
and buildings maintenance and public 
contracts

 Interviews with responsible persons 
in the organisation

 Valid legislation concerning the BIM method

 IT infrastructure solutions for the 
organisation

What is used for the analysis? (examples)

 Analyse the current state of the organisation

Conduct a diff erence (GAP) analysis

Verify the organisation's readiness for the implementation of the BIM method
Conduct a diff erence analysisDefi ne a responsible person Defi ne a project team Set management conditions
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To provide the right proposal of BIM usage that fi t 
to specifi cs of their organisation, the analytical team 
can draw knowledge from the information related 
to the strategic documents of the Czech Republic, 
such as Digital Czechia, digital strategies of the 
relevant resort and CZ BIM Strategy Department 
(Koncepce BIM). It must also take into account the 
strategic documents of the organisation. Inspiration 
and instructions can be found in supporting docu-
ments, methodologies and workshops prepared by 
the Czech Standardization Agency and websites 
dedicated to BIM issues*. 

To ensure a Common Data Environment (CDE), 
it is appropriate to use market research to clarify 
the necessary requirements for selecting the 
appropriate solution for the size and type of orga-
nisation.

* when searching for available information on the Internet, always thoroughly 
check the sources!

What do I propose? (examples)

 Adding roles to the project team 
if the organisation does not have them

 Changes in the organisational structure, 
internal regulations and related processes 
in the organisation

 Changes in public procurement processes 
in the organisation associated with the 
construction and buildings maintenance

 Changes in IT infrastructure and existing 
software

 Analyse the current state of the organisation

 From Czech government strategic documents 

 From Czech Standardization Agency methodology 

 From BIM workshops and conferences on the market 

 From software availability market surveys (e.g. CDE) 

  From information available on the websites of 
competent professional organisations

 From the organisation’s strategic documents

 What do I propose from? (examples)

 Propose the future state of the organisation

Conduct a diff erence (GAP) analysis

Verify the organisation's readiness for the implementation of the BIM method
Conduct a diff erence analysisDefi ne a responsible person Defi ne a project team Set management conditions

https://www.mpo.cz/cz/stavebnictvi-a-suroviny/bim/
https://www.koncepcebim.cz/724-podpurne-dokumenty-pilotnich-projektu
https://www.koncepcebim.cz/882-workshopy
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The proposed future state is tied with legislative 
obligation to implement the BIM method, and 
above all to the ability to exploit the introduced 
method to further improve the organisation's 
activities. The BIM method off ers many advantages, 
for example in the eff ective management and 
maintenance of assets, as well as the sharing of 
information about these assets in one place for 
follow-up units (departments). 

Therefore, the analytical team should propose the 
target state in the form of objectives, from short-
-term to long-term, as well as defi ne changes that 
transfer the organisation to this future state. These 
are changes in the organisational structure, internal 
regulations, processes related to the construction 
and buildings maintenance and public contracts 
related to them.

The team's primary focus in the design phase is the 
Common Data Environment (CDE) solution, which 
is an integral part of the BIM method and associated 
with the achievement of the expected benefi ts and 
objectives.

 Adding roles to the project team 
if the organisation does not have them

 Changes in the organisational structure, 
internal regulations and related processes 
in the organisation

 Changes in public tendering processes 
in the organisation associated with the 
construction and buildings maintenance

 Changes in IT infrastructure and existing 
software

 Analyse the current state of the organisation

 Propose the future state of the organisation

Conduct a diff erence (GAP) analysis

 From Czech government strategic documents 

 From Czech Standardization Agencymethodology 

 From BIM workshops and conferences on the market 

 From software availability market surveys (e.g. CDE) 

 From information available on the websites of 
competent professional organisations

 From the organisation’s strategic documents

From what are they proposed? (examples) What is proposed? (examples)

Verify the organisation's readiness for the implementation of the BIM method
Conduct a diff erence analysisDefi ne a responsible person Defi ne a project team Set management conditions
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Within the analysis of the current and future state, the ana-
lytical team should be able to prepare a list that gives rise 
to specifi c requirements and proposal of changes to help 
manage the process of implementing the BIM method in 
the organisation. 

These requirements must be sorted by priority and catego-
rised based on areas and departments aff ected by such 
changes. This is done primarily to ease the process of tasks 
splitting to individual phases of overall BIM implementation 
plan.

Categorisation is mainly used for fi ltering and easier orienta-
tion. As mentioned earlier, the list that will be created here 
is not just a static one-off  table, but a living document that 
is constantly updated and will accompany the organisation 
throughout implementation.

Assign responsibilities

Requirement categories

 Propose the future state of the organisation

 Analyse the current state of the organisation

 Prepare a list of requirements
 (diff erence between the current and future state)

Conduct a diff erence (GAP) analysis

Verify the organisation's readiness for the implementation of the BIM method
Conduct a diff erence analysisDefi ne a responsible person Defi ne a project team Set management conditions
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During implementation of the BIM method, the analytical pro-
ject team closely cooperates with the management of the orga-
nisation to identify suitable change management conditions. 
These conditions depend on the objectives that the organisa-
tion sets at the very beginning. 

It is clear that the main objective of the project is the implemen-
tation of the BIM method in the organisation. Sub-objectives set 
based on GAP analysis may vary widely from simple fulfi lment 
of the legislative obligation to exploitation of the BIM method 
at the management level and disposal of the organisation's as-
sets, including their administration. Defi ning an objective / ob-
jectives is a prerequisite for the organisation, but nevertheless 
suffi  cient. 

The conditions for achieving it, the risks that need to be identi-
fi ed and the method of mitigation are linked to the confi gura-
tion of change management itself. It is clear that setting appro-
priate and realistic objectives in diff erent time frames is crucial 
from the perspective of directing the project outputs, the in-
troduction of the BIM method. The next steps described in this 
document focus on short-term objectives.

The Catalogue of BIM Objectives serves as inspiration for BIM-
specifi c objectives  

  Identifying the conditions 
for achieving objectives

 Identifying risks and mitigating them

Set change management conditions in the organisation

 fulfi lment of legislative obligations
 confi guration of BIM processes and their implementation
 CDE deployment in the organisation
 DSS use in the organisation
 preparation of technical infrastructure
 execution of pilot projects
 ...

 execution of buildings using the BIM method
 more effi  cient transmission of information
 digital building model (DIMS)
 project duration reduction
 total cost savings over the entire life cycle of buildings
 eff ective management and buildings maintenance (FM)
  unifi cation of DSS (data standard of construction) into 
the organisation’s individual SW

 ...

 ensuring the principles of 3E
 transparency in construction operations
 proper and uniform records of buildings and their parts
 eff ective asset management and maintenance (FM)
 CAFM implementation
 ...

Verify the organisation's readiness for the implementation of the BIM method
Conduct a diff erence analysisDefi ne a responsible person Defi ne a project team Set management conditions

  Identify potential objectives during 
implementation of the BIM method 
in the organisation (examples):

short-term objective (by 2023)

medium-term objective

long-term objective

https://www.koncepcebim.cz/dokumenty?dok=756
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Executive summary for the “Find out” step 

  Do we have assigned a person responsible for implementing BIM in the organisation?

 Has a BIM Manager been appointed and has he/she received suffi  cient support from the organisation’s management?
 Does he have suffi  cient knowledge of the organisation’s activities and procedural context? 
 Have competencies and responsibilities been set for him, both inside and outside the organisation?

 Has the project team assessed the current state in terms of change management in the organisation and with respect 
to the organisation, processes, human resources and technology?
 Have all available resources been used in the analysis? 

   Has the analytical project team analysed the current state inside the organisation 
in terms of the implementation of the BIM method?

  Has an analytical project team been defi ned?

 Is the analytical project team represented by the corresponding roles?
 Were the roles missing in the organisation covered by an external service?

  Has a list of requirements for the implementation of the BIM method in the organisation been prepared?

 Has a list of requirements for the implementation of BIM in the organisation been compiled?
 Were the requirements categorised according to departments or priorities?

  Did the analytical project team propose the future state of the organisation?

 Did it use all available resources for the proposed solutions?
 Did it propose a future state in relation to the organisation, processes, human resources and technology?

  Have the conditions been set for the implementation of the BIM method in the organisation?

 Were the objectives defi ned by the organisation's management?
 Have the conditions for the achievement of objectives been defi ned?
 Have risks been identifi ed?
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What steps can our organisation expect? 

2021-2022 VERIFY

Complete pilot projects

 identify suitable pilot projects

 verify the Process Documentation in pilot projects

 monitor functionality, interconnectedness across the organisation

 modify Process Documentation based on fi ndings from pilot projects

2023 START

2021-2022

 confi gure internal standards, prepare template documentation

 confi gure the method used to communicate and work with information

 defi ne information exchange rules

 confi gure a uniform data standard

PREPARE

Prepare the Process Documentation

Verify readiness for the implementation of the BIM method

FIND OUT2021

BIM. Tendering confi dently and fairly, building and operating eff ectively.

Defi ne a project plan for the implementation of the BIM method 

 establish a BIM project team and defi ne roles and responsibilities

 defi ne requirements and conditions for the preparation of the organisation's Process 
Documentation

 defi ne a realistic schedule for the implementation of the BIM method in the organisation

 defi ne a change management strategy in the organisation and manage defi ned risks

2021 DESIGN

Construction projects using the BIM method 
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 Defi ne a realistic schedule for implementation of the BIM method 
in the organisation

 Defi ne a fi nancial cost estimate (based on the organisation's readiness)

 Defi ne a change management strategy in the organisation 
(based on the organisation's readiness)

 Manage identifi ed risks (based on the organisation's readiness)

 Defi ne requirements and conditions for the preparation of the 
organisation’s Process Documentation in relation to the BIM method

 Defi ne the short-term objectives in implementing the BIM method 
(examples)

 Establish a BIM project team

Defi ne a project plan for the implementation of the BIM method 

DESIGN2021

The organisation has already identifi ed the 
current or initial state (see Step 1 – Find out) 
it is currently in and therefore a specifi c pro-
ject plan for the implementation of the BIM 
method may be defi ned. It is essential that 
the project plan is drawn up by a formally 
appointed BIM project team within the or-
ganisation equipped with the necessary 
competencies. The project plan for BIM im-
plementation does not generally diff er from 
the standard plans, so it must have clearly de-
fi ned objectives to which follow-up activities, 
changes, implementation schedule and risks 
are linked. 

Defi ne a project plan for the implementation of the BIM method 

BIM. Tendering confi dently and fairly, building and operating eff ectively.

Defi ne requirements and conditionsEstablish a team Defi ne objectives Defi ne a schedule Financial estimate Defi ne a strategy Manage risks
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Establish a BIM project team

Just as in the analytical phase, in the design stage it is necessary 
to esta blish a project team comprised of the same nominees who 
proved their skills and utility during analysis. The team should also 
include people with experience and skills in planning, budgeting, 
risk mana gement and, last but not least, change management. If the 
organisation does not have such experts, it can use external coopera-
tion. However, in the absence of a project management department 
in the organisation, it is essential that this BIM project team be formal-
ly appointed by the organisation's management (e.g. statutory body) 
and become an executive branch within its organisational structure. 
Ideally, the BIM project team leader, the BIM Manager, should be 
responsible for the activities of his team to the organisation's man-
agement (e.g. statutory body) or to a designated representative. The 
reason is that within the organisation there may be fundamental 
changes in processes, the system of organisational structure, chang-
es in software settings and personnel changes. It is the implementa-
tion of such systemic changes that is within the competence and can 
only be enforced by the organisation's management or a representa-
tive appointed by them. 

The appointment document must identify the individual nominees, 
their roles, clear competencies and responsibilities, as well as the du-
ration of the BIM project team organisational structure.

 roles of team members

 competencies

 responsibilities

 time frame

Establish a BIM project team

The BIM Manager is a key role for 
the organisation and will guide 
the implementation of the BIM 
method throughout the organi-
sation. The organisation should 
therefore pay close attention to 
the abilities, knowledge and skills 
of the person who will play this 
role.

Defi ne requirements and conditionsEstablish a team Defi ne objectives Defi ne a schedule Financial estimate Defi ne a strategy Manage risks
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Defi ne the short-term objectives in implementing the BIM method (examples)

 Confi guration of BIM processes and their implementation

 Fulfi lment of legislative obligations

 Implementation of a Common Data Environment (CDE) within the organisations

 Use of the Building Data Standard (DSS) in the organisation

 Preparation of technical infrastructure

 Execution of pilot projects

Defi ne short-term objecti ves when implementi ng the BIM method (possible examples)

Fulfi lment of legislative obligations

This objective is the basic objective of every 
contracting authority, and the complexity 
of achieving this objective will depend on 
the output of the GAP analysis, i.e. the initial 
state the organisation is operating in and 
what it wants to achieve.

Implementation of BIM processes

This objective is an essential part of imple-
menting the BIM method in an organisa-
tion. The organisation's readiness to imple-
ment the BIM method is refl ected in the 
organisation's processes. Thanks to this 
new confi guration, the organisation can 
ensure the implementation of construction 
projects using the BIM method.

Implementation of the Common Data 
Environment (CDE ) 

This objective is a signifi cant innovation in 
the implementation of projects using the 
BIM method. It is a way of sharing informa-
tion and communication within one com-
mon environment.

Execution of pilot projects

This objective is the result of the project to 
implement the BIM method into the organ-
isation. As part of the pilot projects, the cor-
rectness of the process settings, methodol-
ogy and readiness of the organisation for 
the implementation of construction pro-
jects using the BIM method will be verifi ed.

Examples of objectives:

Defi ne requirements and conditionsEstablish a team Defi ne objectives Defi ne a schedule Financial estimate Defi ne a strategy Manage risks

Objectives were identifi ed in the implementation of the BIM method within the 
organisation in the "Find out” phase. In addition to a clear main objective, the 
introduction of the BIM method sub-objectives were therefore identifi ed, which 
can be divided into short-term, medium-term and long-term according to the 
complexity of their fulfi lment. In the "Design" phase, the BIM team must focus 
primarily on short-term objectives that are achievable and verifi able during the 
project to implement the BIM method in the organisation.

The objectives for the BIM method must focus on the following two areas: the 
organisation as such and then for individual pilot construction projects. The objec-
tives of both areas follow and complement each other. Defi ning sub-objectives is 
essential in the design of the plan, so the BIM team must focus on their detailed 
elaboration, including the exact means of verifying the fulfi lment of the objective.

The objectives must be realistic and achievable; these conditions will mean the 
BIM team avoids a situation where the impracticability of the objective ruins the 
whole objective.
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Defi ne the short-term objectives in implementing the BIM method (examples)

If the BIM team identifi es multiple objectives, their priority should be de-
termined. Obviously, there are several ways to achieve the objective, but 
the BIM project team should be the one that still focuses on
the fulfi lment of the defi ned objective and should not be allowed to dis-
perse ad-hoc ideas outside the project plan, but should be constantly 
open to new stimuli in this area. The right balance between fulfi lling the 
defi ned objective achievement plan and its minor correction based on 
suggestions is one of the fundamental skills of the BIM Manager.

At this point, it is necessary to draw attention to the fact that the prepara-
tion of the plan will also include objectives that are determined within 
specifi c construction projects, the achievement of which will be subject to 
verifi cation on pilot projects and which are diff erent from the objectives of 
the project to implement the BIM method.

The Catalogue of BIM Objectives published by the Czech Standardization 
Agency serves as inspiration for BIM-specifi c objectives   

 Confi guration of BIM processes and their implementation

 Fulfi lment of legislative obligations

 Implementation of a Common Data Environment (CDE) within the organisations

 Use of the Building Data Standard (DSS) in the organisation

 Preparation of technical infrastructure

 Execution of pilot projects

Defi ne short-term objecti ves when implementi ng the BIM method (possible examples)

The BIM Manager is a key role for the organisa-
tion and will guide the implementation of the BIM 
method throughout the organisation. The organi-
sation should therefore pay close attention to the 
abilities, knowledge and skills of the person who 
will play this role.

Defi ne requirements and conditionsEstablish a team Defi ne objectives Defi ne a schedule Financial estimate Defi ne a strategy Manage risks

https://www.koncepcebim.cz/dokumenty?dok=756
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An organisation's Process Do-
cumentation is documenta-
tion that determines how the 
organisation works. The Pro-
cess Documentation includes 
in particular approved strate-
gies, organisational rules, in-
ternal regulations, as well as 
operating rules of systems or 
manuals. Proposing require-
ments and conditions for 
change is the task of the BIM 
project team, in several areas. 

This phase is about drafting 
the Process Documentation, 
which will be refi ned during 
the next phases and will be 
verifi ed on pilot projects.

 to processes Above all, it is necessary to focus processes in touched units (department) and address them.

 to human resources
Changes to the organisational structure are then defi ned based on the new processes if desirable, 
and new job descriptions are then defi ned where appropriate. In the event that a new job is created, 
it is necessary to specify the requirements for the selection procedure for that position.

 to public procurement As the introduction of the BIM method also affects public procurement, it is necessary to set new rules 
in the documentation related to this area.

 to education When implementing the BIM method, it is also necessary to think about the education of existing 
or new employees in the form of training, or modify training plans in the organisation.

 to IT infrastructure
The change will also affect the documentation defi ning IT infrastructure, including its maintenance 
and use, both in terms of the implementation and use of the system in the form of the Common Data 
Environment (CDE) and in terms of changes to existing information registration systems affecting buildings.

 to suppliers …and the related change in rules and requirements for supplier relationships.

 to management and disposal
 of the organisation's assets

Another area is the preparation of new regulations concerning construction projects, operation 
and maintenance of buildings…

Activity

Defi ne requirements and conditions for the preparation of the 
organisation’s Process Documentation in relation to the BIM method

Defi ne a realistic schedule for implementation of the BIM method in the organisation
Defi ne requirements and conditionsEstablish a team Defi ne objectives Defi ne a schedule Financial estimate Defi ne a strategy Manage risks
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The real schedule is tied to the set objectives. The BIM pro-
ject team must set a schedule that will include sub-activities, 
including deadlines and responsible persons. The objective 
of scheduling is to determine which activities need to be 
performed and when. The activities must be arranged in 
a logical sequence on the timeline and the links between 
them established. 

The schedule includes the communication interface be-
tween the sub-activities and the persons responsible for the 
assigned task and depends on the relative priority of the ac-
tivities, the availability of resources, conditions, requirements 
and risks. The schedule within the implementation of the 
BIM method must take into account the fact that all public 
processes aff ected by the new method continue to run in 
the organisation. Therefore, it is necessary to prepare such a 
plan very carefully, which would take this fact into account 
and would not disrupt the implementation of public pro-
cesses such as the preparation and execution of buildings or 
the operation and maintenance of these buildings. 

 in relation to requirements

 in relation to risks

 in relation to the preparation and execution of buildings

 in relation to building management and operation

Defi ne a realistic schedule for implementation of the BIM method in the organisation

 in relation to the objectives

 in relation to implementation conditions

Defi ne a realistic schedule for implementation of the BIM method in the organisation

Defi ne requirements and conditionsEstablish a team Defi ne objectives Defi ne a schedule Financial estimate Defi ne a strategy Manage risks
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Every change involved in the introduction of a new meth-
od, such as the BIM method, brings with it a change in the 
budget. However, it is important to emphasize that the costs 
associated with the project to implement the BIM method 
must be seen as an investment that, when fully utilised, will 
be recouped in the form of savings in the planning, con-
struction, management and maintenance of buildings. The 
funds required, their structure and distribution over time are 
aff ected by the readiness of the organisation, which results 
from the GAP analysis. 

Within budget planning, the BIM project team must take 
into account at least the costs of external experts, if the orga-
nisation does not have them, and other costs according to 
the proposed sub-objectives of the introduction of the BIM 
method into the organisation.

 IT infrastructure

 supplementing existing systems with a data standard for BIM

Defi ne a fi nancial cost estimate (based on the organisation's readiness)

 Common Data Environment (CDE) – information system

 staffi  ng with specialists

Defi ne a fi nancial cost estimate (based on the organisation's readiness)

Defi ne requirements and conditionsEstablish a team Defi ne objectives Defi ne a schedule Financial estimate Defi ne a strategy Manage risks
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 communication plan

 change management plan

For most organisations the introduction of the BIM method 
will mean a change in their current approach to the various 
stages of the building life cycle, which will consist of working 
with a single shared database of building information, a shift 
towards digitisation in the organisation, changes in related 
processes, the possible reorganisation of departments and 
the interfaces between them and promoting the active use 
of the relevant applications and technologies. 

In addition to the "substantive" components of such exten-
sive changes as mentioned above (introduction of new in-
ternal regulations, process updates, newly created or organ-
ised information, implementation of supporting tools and 
applications), which are usually conceivable despite their 
complexity, the organisation must not forget the "soft" part 
of change (the human factor), which are typically underesti-
mated in projects involving change. 

Therefore, the overall project plan for the implementation of 
the BIM method, as well as its sub-project plans (e.g. for the 
implementation of a supporting application) must include 
strategic work with people in the organisation in terms of 
their needs and attitudes associated with change. 

Defi ne a change management strategy in the organisation

Defi ne a change management strategy in the organisation
Defi ne requirements and conditionsEstablish a team Defi ne objectives Defi ne a schedule Financial estimate Defi ne a strategy Manage risks
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The change management plan takes into account the project plan in 
the individual stages of the project to implement the BIM method. Every 
introduction of change into processes, organisations and technologies 
raises the need to deal with people not only in terms of their numbers 
(do I have enough resources?), knowledge (are they properly trained?), 
but above all their attitudes and emotions associated with change. 

It is therefore necessary to seek answers to these fundamental questions: 
who are the drivers and supporters of change; how to extend their posi-
tive impact to the relevant departments; what are the main objections 
to the change from the opponents and what are the possible variants 
of the answers; how is it going with getting the guru interested in the 
departments; what generational support for change looks like; how we 
can combine the knowledge of experienced fi ghters and the enthusiasm 
of young people longing for a change in often long-established orders; 
how to take into account continued mobility in the performance of work 
and work from home; what means of digital communication will we put 
in place to support the BIM implementation project and in a common 
routine day after the end of the project; how we achieve the required 
level of digital literacy, a sense of mastery and acceptance of change. 

The change aff ects not only the executives, but also the management of 
the organisation: how we modify the management system; what compe-
tencies we will delegate related to the BIM method; how we will support 
change through our actions. The answers to these questions form the 
framework of a change management plan.

 communication plan

Defi ne a change management strategy in the organisation

 change management plan

Defi ne a change management strategy in the organisation

human resources

processes

organisation

technology

Defi ne requirements and conditionsEstablish a team Defi ne objectives Defi ne a schedule Financial estimate Defi ne a strategy Manage risks
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It is appropriate to support the change management plan with a 
communication plan, i.e. an idea of   how the objectives and the sta-
tus of the project will be communicated, the introduction of the BIM 
method into the organisation. In addition to leveraging the organi-
sation's existing communication channels, it may be appropriate to 
create a new channel to support the organisation's digitisation, com-
bining this way of communicating with the upcoming changes. In 
addition to internal communication, it is also possible to consider 
communication about the status of the project with external part-
ners with whom the BIM method will be practised in the future. 

Communication should emphasize teamwork as an important pre-
requisite for implementing the BIM method. Open communication 
acknowledging potential diffi  culties and celebrating partial mile-
stones gradually overcome on the way to the introduction of BIM in 
the organisation will certainly improve awareness and increase sup-
port for this method. 

Formal and informal communication should include not only the 
core people in the organisation who are directly aff ected by the 
change, but also communicate in clear language what is happening 
around, what challenges the organisation faces and what benefi ts 
the BIM method can have for other units and departments. 

 communication plan

Defi ne a change management strategy in the organisation

 change management plan

human resources

processes

organisation

technology

Defi ne a change management strategy in the organisation

Defi ne requirements and conditionsEstablish a team Defi ne objectives Defi ne a schedule Financial estimate Defi ne a strategy Manage risks
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A subset of the project plan for implement-
ing the BIM method in an organisation is a 
risk management plan, which sets out pro-
cedures and rules for managing these risks. 
The fi rst step is to determine the risks. The 
task of the BIM project team is to fi nd any 
circumstances that may jeopardize the pro-
ject. Such risk must be described as best as 
possible to ensure the list compiled covers 
all possible risks. 

Some organisations may already have a risk 
list prepared from other projects, so it can 
be used as the basis for creating an up-to-
date list. After defi ning the risk register, the 
risks will be qualitatively analysed in terms 
of the probability of their occurrence and 
degree of impact. The purpose of such a 
step is to decide which risks need to be 
mitigated and to set up adequate measures 
and a responsible person to manage the 
risk.

Manage identifi ed risks

Manage identifi ed risks

Defi ne requirements and conditionsEstablish a team Defi ne objectives Defi ne a schedule Financial estimate Defi ne a strategy Manage risks

The culmination of other 
tasks of the organisation 
(for example, inventory, an-
nual fi nancial statements 
= the risk that the change 
will not be refl ected in the 
organisation in the required 
time and scope).

Underestimation of the 
extent of the change, no / 
low preparation (= risk that 
the change will not be re-
fl ected in the organisation 
in the required time and ex-
tent).

Low starting level of 
knowledge and skills of 
key roles / positions.

Reluctance of certain 
managers / workers to 
change.

Examples of risks:
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Executive summary for the “Design” step

  Have we established a BIM project team?

 Have we defi ned people's roles and assigned clear competencies and responsibilities?
 Have we set a time frame?
 Were the above activities carried out in the form of a binding document?

  Have we defi ned short-term objectives for the implementation of the BIM method in the organisation? 

 Are the objectives clear, realistic and achievable?
 Were all stakeholders involved in the implementation of the BIM method?
 Has a plan been set to achieve the set objectives?

  Have we defi ned a realistic schedule for implementation of the BIM method in the organisation? 

  Is the schedule linked to the objectives and plan to achieve them and does it take into account the conditions, 
requirements and risks?
  Is the schedule in line with the processes involved in construction design and execution, and activities related 
to building management and operation?

  Has a cost estimate been compiled? 

 Has the introduction of a Common Data Environment (CDE) been taken into account?
 Will there be a need to provide specialists for professional activities? 

  Have we defi ned a change management strategy in the organisation and identifi ed risks? 

 Has a realistic plan been drawn up in relation to human resources, processes and technology?
 Do we have a change management communication plan in relation to the BIM method?
 Is a risk list prepared and treatment plan in place to minimise them?

 Are these requirements directed towards processes and staffi  ng?
 Were the requirements suffi  ciently refl ected in the public procurement documentation?
 Have the conditions taken into account the training of staff  in the new area of the BIM method?
 Were the requirements incorporate into the organisation's IT infrastructure?

   Have we defi ned requirements and conditions for the preparation of the organisation’s Process 
Documentation in relation to the BIM method?
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What steps can our organisation expect? 

2021 DESIGN

Defi ne a project plan for the implementation of the BIM method 

BIM. Tendering confi dently and fairly, building and operating eff ectively.

Prepare the Process Documentation

 design processes and information fl ows

 confi gure the method used to communicate and work with information

 confi gure internal standards, prepare template documentation

 confi gure a uniform data standard

2021-2022 PREPARE

2021-2022 VERIFY

Complete pilot projects

 identify suitable pilot projects

 verify the Process Documentation in pilot projects

 monitor functionality, interconnectedness across the organisation

 modify Process Documentation based on fi ndings from pilot projects

2023 START

Construction projects using the BIM method 

Verify readiness for the implementation of the BIM method

FIND OUT2021
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Prepare the Process Documentation

 BIM methodology for the construction and buildings maintenance

 Organisation

Prepare the Process Documentation

PREPARE2021 -2022

As part of the "Find out" step, the organi-
sation analysed which governing docu-
ments would need to be modifi ed to im-
plement the BIM method. It is obvious that 
the change to processes and settings must 
be refl ected in the organisational rules and 
structure of the organisation, and job de-
scriptions. 

And also in the internal regulations that 
relate to the construction and buildings 
maintenance or the award of public con-
tracts associated with them. To achieve 
the change, it will also be necessary to cre-
ate new Process Documentation, which is 
necessary for the eff ective use of the BIM 
method in the organisation.

Organisation BIM methodology

BIM. Tendering confi dently and fairly, building and operating eff ectively.
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Changes in the organisational rules and structure mainly 
concern departments that are responsible for the prepara-
tion, realisation and of buildings maintenance; however, 
changes in processes caused by the introduction of the 
BIM method will be refl ected throughout the organisation. 
Therefore, the BIM project team must consistently prepare 
a process description in the Process Documentation that 
would capture the cross-functional impact. 

Next to execution steps and work activities the processes 
also cover approvals (approval fl ow, matrix) , for example in 
the framework of regulations on fi nancial control (prelimi-
nary management control) or public procurement. Within 
these regulations, it is necessary to prepare a document in 
which the roles and activities in the various phases of the 
project of implementing the BIM method or constructions 
processed using the BIM method will be precisely defi ned. 
Adaptation to the correct new terminology is also an impor-
tant part of the documentation modifi cations.

The changes include adaptation to new work activities re-
lated to the new BIM method and therefore it is necessary to 
prepare employees for these changes in the form of training. 

  organisational structure 
+ systematisation

 internal regulations

  training and adaptation 
to new processes

Organisation (organisational structure and internal regulations)
Organisation BIM methodology

Organisation
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Organisation (organisational structure and internal regulations)

Example of a document defi ning roles and activities in an organisation

Plan for information exchange (IPD) within the organisation per the BIM method

Strategic requirements(implemen-
tation of BIM method)

Implementation requirement-
s(implementation of BIM method)

Preparation of project and
materials for tender

Tender for designers Project documentation Tender for 
contractor Construction

Strategic level Implementation level Execution level Execution level Execution level Execution level Execution level Operation

Manage-
ment of the 
organisation

Appointment of BIM manager

Strategic requirements for the BIM project

Establishment of the BIM project team
Decisions on technical support per the BIM method
Change management
Provision of training

Analytical 
BIM team

Determination of the current state of the 
organisation
Specification of target state of BIM method
implementation
GAP analysis
Design of BIM method implementation

BIM project 
team Preparation of contractual documentation templates

ProcessProcessing ofing of templattemplates fores for BIM proBIM protocol atocol and annend annexesxes
C fiConfigur tiation of thf the process
PreparaPreparation oftion of BIM reBIM-related ilated internalnternal regularegulationstions
CDE decCDE decCDE decisionisionision
Preparap tion of possibp le uses
DSS desDSS design accign accordingording to theto the purposepurposes of uss of usee

UnificatUnification ofion of code licode lists andsts and DSSDSS

Implementation plan
Preparation of documentation
ModificaModification oftion of DSS cDSS, customerustomer’ss 
requirerequire fments fments f i for infoor informationrmation BIM p, BIM p lrotocolrotocol
and annexes, t, ender conditions))

CDECDE conCDE confi ifiguratifigurationon

Bid check

O iOrganisOrganisa-a-
tion’s 
d tdepartmdepartm tentent 
responsiblible 
forfor for 
construc-
tion

S l tiSelectiSelecti f ion of ion of i f tnformatnformatiion manion managerager
Implemep ntation planp

S l tiSelectiSelecti f don of don of d iesigneresigner S l tiSelectiSelecti f bon of bon of b ildiuildinguilding
contractor

LegalLegal 
lcounselcounsel

PreparaPreparation oftion of contra contractual dctual documentocumentationation PreparaPreparation oftion of contracontractual dctual documentocumentationation PreparaPreparation oftion of contracontractualctual 
ddocumendocumen itationtation

UpdatinUpdating of cog of contractuntractual docual documentatimentationon UpdatinUpdating of cog of contractuntractual docual documentatimentationon Check oCheck of outpuf outputsts

A tAssetAssetAsset 
managermanager

DDocumenDocumenDocument titationtationtation tcommentcommentcommentsss DDocumenDocumenDocument titationtationtation tcommentcommentcommentsss DDocumenDocumenDocument titationtationtation 
commentcommentss

PProcessProcessProcess tcontrocontrocontrol dl and ml and ml and m it ionitorionitorionitoringngngg

Informa-
tion 
manager

Documentation check Documentation check

nnCheck ofCheck of costs a costs and budgend budget implemt implementatioentatiooo
ConstrucConstruction quation quality conlity controltrol
Check for conflicts in DIMS
DData com lipliance p lcontrol
C t lControlControl f DIMSof DIMSof DIMS ticonnecticonnecti t CAon to CAon to CAFMFMFM

Process control and monitoring

Check ofCheck of projectproject outputsoutputs

Proposals for connecting other variants of use to 
the BIMthe BIM modellinmodelling procesg processs
ControlControl of DIMSof DIMS connecticonnection to CAon to CAFMFM

Project revision

Ch k fCheck ofCheck of bill fbill ofbill of iquantitquantitiiesies
Check ofCheck of gross cgross costsosts
Ch k fCheck of PDPD

PPPreparaPrepara i fti ftion fotion fo i ii ir pricir prici ddng andng and b ildib ildibuildinbuildingg
contraccontractor seltor selectionection

BEP manaBEP management -gement (delegat(delegate the tae the task tosk to 
h I fthe Info irmation M )Manager)

Ch k fCheck of d licode lists
DIMS cheDIMS checkck
DIMSDIMS appDIMS app lrovalroval

Management and monitoring

Review oReview of hf the cof the constructinstruction contron contr l lol planol plan,
including subseqg quent apppproval
Monitoring of implementation plan
D i iDecisionDecision on outpon outputsuts
DecisionDecision on desion design variagn variant selecnt selectiontion 
(primari(primarily BEP)ly BEP)
D i iDecisionDecision hhon chanon changesges

Decision-making and monitoring

BEP management
Design optimisation
DIMS h k ( f i )

Process control and monitoring

Review oReview of hf the cof the constructinstruction contron contr l lol planol plan,
including subseqg quent apppproval
Monitoring of implementation plan

D i iDecision on outputs

Decision on design variag nt selection
(primari(primari(primarily BEP)ly BEP)ly BEP)
Decision on changes

Decision-making and monitoring

Cost check
Check of data accuracy 
and completeness

DIMS implementation management

Check of DIMS functionality in operation
Suggestion of other DIMS options for FM

Process control and monitoring

DecisionDecision on upda on updap ting docting docg umentatiumentationon

D i iDecision on secu i ddring additi litional t h itechnicall supportt

DecisionDecision on impl on implp ementatiementation of adon of additionalditional projectprojectp j sss

Decision-making and monitoring

Check of framework BEP
Supplierpp  reference check
Check of the customer's
informatinformation requion requirementsirements
DIMSDIMS cost h kt check

Bid check

Identification of project needs and goals
using the BIM method

Definition of requirements on the BIM 
project team

Definition of general requirements per the BIM method

Preparap tion of pilot p projectp j s and verification 
of ruleof ruleof rule configuconfigu configurationrationration

fiD fi itiDefinitiDefiniti ffon of gon of g lleneraleneral ll tiselectiselecti iton criton crit fi feria foeria forr 
DIMS supplier

D fi iDefining hthe pu frpose f hior whichh 
information is used

ModificatModification of tion of the organhe organisation'isation s BIM sts BIM standardsandards

D fi iDefiningDefiningDefining ththe purpthe purpthe purp fose forose forose for hi hwhich cowhich cowhich co t i fst inforst inforst infor timationmationmation 
is used for building sysg y tems)

Decision on use of DIMS options (area 
managemeg nt, acquq isition and operp ational analysisy )

D fi itiDefinitiDefinitiDefiniti fon of oon of oon of o tiperatioperatioperatio lnal reqnal reqnal req iuiremenuiremenuirementtststs

Preparation of the implementation
process and check of documents

Modification of customer information
requirements

D fi iDefiningDefining hthe me the me h dthod usthod us ded to aed to a dward puward publiblic coblic contractsntracts

D fi i iD fi itiDefinitiDefiniti ffon of ron of r iiequiremequirem it ients vients vi iis a viss-a-vis hththethe 
purposepurpose for wh for which infich informatioormation is usn is useded
(e g o(e.g. operatioperations FM)ns, FM)

Operation

PreparaPreparation oftion of contracontractualctual 
ddocumendocumen itationtation

Organisation BIM methodology

  organisational structure 
+ systematisation

 internal regulations

  training and adaptation 
to new processes

Organisation

https://test2.koncepcebim.cz/dokumenty?dok=885
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Organisation (training and adaptation to new processes)

Another important point is preparation and acquainting the 
organisation's employees with the changes related to the 
implementation of the BIM method. The process of training 
the organisation's employees sets up a system of training in-
dividual employees with regard to their level of knowledge 
of BIM.

The training must become part of the organisation's training 
program and can be set up in the following areas, such as an 
introduction to the BIM method, methodologies for indivi-
dual areas, tools and work procedures, working with models.

Example of a training process schematic in an organisation

Pr
oc

es
se

s

BIM process

Start 
of the process

Training 
area

Identification of staff 
for retraining

Training 
decisions

After building reconstruction
After expiry of building warranties

Revision of the training process

Tools
SW for the common data environment, 
creation of models, etc.
Integration with other systems
Linkage to IoT, AR, VR...

Workprocedures
Cooperation, Communication, BIM environment
Modification of existing procedures

Common Data Environment (CDE)
Building Data Standard (DSS)
BIM protocol

Training for working in the common 
data environment (CDE)

Training for working with the model 
(when creating a PD, when taking 
over the model, etc.) 

Introduction to BIM

BIM methodology

Methods

During implementation
End 

of the process

Organisation BIM methodology

  organisational structure 
+ systematisation

 internal regulations

  training and adaptation 
to new processes

Organisation
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Unlike previous Process Documentation, which changes or 
slightly amends existing processes, Process Documentation 
regarding the use of the BIM method is completely new 
documentation and must be prepared by the BIM project 
team. To simplify preparation, it is divided into four basic 
areas: communication, data, contracting and procurement. 
The fi rst area is the implementation of the Common Data 
Environment (CDE) into the organisation and its preparation 
for use in construction projects using the BIM method. 

The second area is the data standard of the organisation 
and its connection with the existing information systems 
in the organisation (e.g. budgets, asset management), in-
cluding CDE, or CAFM. The third and fourth, equally impor-
tant area is the contractual arrangement, which is closely 
related to the procurement procedure for the supplier, 
which also includes the contractual documentation, includ-
ing specifi c contractual conditions in connection with the 
use of the BIM method (BIM Protocol). Supporting docu-
ments in the form of standards, methodologies and exam-
ples are available for all these areas as prepared by the 
Czech Standardization Agency and available on the portal
www.KoncepceBIM.cz.   

Detail on following slides.

 Common Data Environment (CDE)

 Building Data Standard (DSS)

  Contractual arrangements 
and procurement documentation

CDE, DSS and Contractual arrangements

BIM methodology
Organisation BIM methodology

https://www.koncepcebim.cz/724-podpurne-dokumenty-pilotnich-projektu
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technical solution for acquisition, licensing

integration with other systems

defi nition of workfl ow

form of communication over the project

documents and records management

reporting 

archiving

The technical centre of the entire BIM method is the Common Data 
Environment (CDE), which includes and thus manages the entire in-
formation model of the building (digital twin of the building). This 
means not only the digital construction model (DIMS) and its non-
graphic data (formerly referred to as the 3D model), but also all other 
documents, communication between project participants and pro-
cesses in the various phases of the construction life cycle. The Com-
mon Data Environment is a key information management system 
and is therefore one aspect of compliance with the obligation to use 
the BIM method. The owner of the building, just as he owns and man-
ages the physical appearance of the building, should manage the 
deployment and operation of CDE, which is home to the digital twin 
of the building.

The use of CDE goes across diff erent departments and suppliers, i.e. 
internal and external roles. Therefore, it will often be the fi rst step in 
a real and profound digital transformation of the entire organisation. 
The way of work, processes and communication must go through a 
digital transformation so that all information can be interconnected 
in the same way. It is the digital connection in CDE that can create a 
broader context for information, and only in this way can higher ef-
fi ciency, lower error rates and, ultimately, lower construction project 
prices be achieved.

 Common Data Environment (CDE)

 Building Data Standard (DSS)

 Contractual arrangements and procurement documentation

Framework for the BIM method

Information

Communication

Processes

BIM method

CDE, DSS and Contractual Arrangements

BIM methodology
Organisation BIM methodology
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Rules for handling documents must be defi ned, including 
the method of archiving them, the form of reporting, and 
possible integration with the organisation's other informa-
tion systems. 

The implementation and use of CDE in the organisation 
needs to be addressed in relation to the set objectives, which 
off er diff erent ways of proceeding. The decision on the most 
suitable one can also depend on the number of construc-
tion projects implemented, their size and the need to use 
the CDE for other departments of the organisation. The ob-
jective should be to run a CDE for the entire organisation so 
that the digital twin construction is fully under control for all 
the organisation's buildings in the same environment. 

The initial stages of CDE implementation can also be fol-
lowed by a scenario to test various CDEs on individual pilot 
projects or their operation by the supplier (designer or con-
struction contractor). Consideration of how to proceed and  
assess the benefi ts and risks are key activities and decisions 
in the preparation of the organisation.

 software solutions  hardware/cloud solutions

 preference for open formats  electronic data and model transmission

 approval matrix  process fl ows  user roles and rights

technical solution for acquisition, licensing

integration with other systems

defi nition of workfl ow

means of communication over the project

documents and records management

reporting 

archiving

 Contractual arrangements and procurement documentation

 method of information transfer  change management 
 handover protocols   electronic forms  records

 numbering/versioning/nomenclature  logical linking  publishing

CDE, Building Data Standard and Contractual Arrangements

 Common Data Environment (CDE)

 Building Data Standard (DSS)

BIM methodology
Organisation BIM methodology
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The digital building model data standard (DIMS) is the most signifi -
cant new form of required construction information provided by the 
BIM method, both from within and outside the organisation. The data 
standard is the key for interconnecting all systems that will continue 
to use the information obtained in digital form for buildings imple-
mented using the BIM method. The basis of the data standard for 
the public sector is DSS issued by the Czech Standardization Agency, 
which each organisation confi gures and, if necessary, expands accor-
ding to selected or its own use case. 

The DSS and its standardized data templates, together with the clas-
sifi cation system, are the common language enabling the intercon-
nection and sharing of information on buildings in public administra-
tion information systems according to the Digital Czechia concept. 
One current example is the planned digital construction proceedings 
and the digital technical maps, which have already been launched. 
The common language for passing information in DIMS is the open 
IFC format, which is a general data schema that allows data to be 
exchanged between diff erent "BIM-ready" software. 

Within the organisation, on the basis of DSS, it is possible to specify 
the organisation's own use case both for the construction project 
and for the operation and maintenance of the building and to in-
corporate these specifi cations into the own construction registration 
and management systems.

 Contractual arrangements and procurement documentation

 Common Data Environment (CDE)

specify own BIM uses for construction projects (PIM)

specify own BIM uses for building operations (AIM)

data template requirements

classifi cation system (CCI)

adaptation of the Building Data Standard (DSS)

DSS and IFC integration for other software

 Building Data Standard (DSS)

CDE, DSS and Contractual Arrangements

BIM methodology
Organisation BIM methodology
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The procurement documentation is an essential document in public 
procurement, which is subject to Act No. 134/2016 Coll. on Public 
Procurement within public administration. The contractual docu-
mentation is also part of the procurement documentation. As part of 
the elaboration of contractual arrangements, it is recommended to 
use the Contractual Standard prepared by the Czech Standardization 
Agency, especially in the event that the organisation does not have 
its own set of rules or does not use another contractual standard (e.g. 
FIDIC). This is the Czech contractual standard for Design – Bid – Build, 
D-B-B    and Design-Build, D-B    contracts.

Contractual arrangements therefore include everything that the 
orga nisation must carefully contract beyond the legal rights and ob-
ligations in order to avoid unpleasant situations that could prolong 
the construction and handover of the building. For this purpose, a 
special annex to the contract called the BIM Protocol and its three 
specifi c annexes are designated for BIM.

When preparing the realization of construction projects using the 
BIM method, a document prepared by the Czech Standardization 
Agency for the Evaluation of Tenders in Public Procurement is also 
recommended.   

Note: The slides on BIMPro will be updated according to the end of the external review process, depend-
ing on the fi nal form of individual attachments.

 Contractual arrangements and procurementdocumentation

BIM Protocol (annex to the contract for work or assignment to the project documentation)

 intellectual property, copyright and licensing agreements

 rights and obligations of the client / supplier

 defi nition of roles in the project

 annexes to the BIM Protocol

 Building Data Standard (DSS)

CDE, Building Data Standard and Contractual Arrangements

 Common Data Environment (CDE)

BIM methodology
Organisation BIM methodology

https://www.koncepcebim.cz/748-cesky-smluvni-standard-design-build
https://www.koncepcebim.cz/dokumenty?dok=705
https://www.koncepcebim.cz/dokumenty?dok=479
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The most important part from the perspective of the BIM 
method within the contractual documentation is the BIM 
Protocol, which forms an integral part of the contract for 
construction or services (e.g. design engineering or other 
consulting activities – technical supervision). The BIM Pro-
tocol is therefore part of the procurement documentation 
when selecting a construction contractor or service provider 
and contains all the rules for the creation, transmission and 
use of the information model. The protocol is a model docu-
ment that will be developed during the implementation of 
the organisation's projects in order to serve its purpose as 

eff ectively as possible.

The BIM Protocol is used for contractual arrangements cove-
ring specifi c obligations, legal liability and related restric-
tions, such as the permitted use of models, treatment of in-
tellectual property and copyright aspects, defi nition of roles, 
responsibility for the use of models and data, exchange of 
information in electronic form.

Annexes to the BIM Protocol  

Annex 1 Customer's information requirements  

Annex 2 Common Data Environment (CDE) requirements  

Annex 3 BIM execution plan (BEP) requirements  

 Contractual arrangements and procurement documentation

BIM Protocol (annex to the contract for work or assignment to the project documentation)

 intellectual property, copyright and licensing agreements

 rights and obligations of the client / supplier

 defi nition of roles in the project

 annexes to the BIM Protocol

CDE, Building Data Standard and Contractual Arrangements

 Building Data Standard (DSS)

 Common Data Environment (CDE)

BIM methodology
Organisation BIM methodology

https://www.koncepcebim.cz/746-cesky-standard-smlouvy-pro-vystavbu-priloha-bim-protokol
https://www.koncepcebim.cz/dokumenty?dok=889
https://www.koncepcebim.cz/dokumenty?dok=890
https://www.koncepcebim.cz/dokumenty?dok=891
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Annex 1 Customer information requirements

The client (public investor) information requirements constitute a 
single document specifying the customer information requirements 
for the phases of preparation, realization and buildings maintenance. 

As part of the requirements for the information model, the document 
prepared by the Czech Standardization Agency is divided into seven 
areas, namely:

  general information requirements,

  requirements in terms of the structure and organisation of the 
digital building model (DIMS),

  requirements for its geometry,

  requirements for descriptive information (properties) in the DIMS,

  requirements for spatial affi  liation of digital model data objects 
(spatial linking), 

  requirements for system affi  liation of DIMS data objects (system 
linking) and their classifi cation,

  requirements for the classifi cation of modelled data objects.

However, each organisation must supplement the above examples 
with additional requirements, which must always be adapted to the 
type and needs (use cases) of the specifi c project and its milestone.

 Contractual arrangements and procurement documentation

BIM Protocol (annex to the contract for work or assignment to the project documentation)

Annex 1 Customer's information requirements  

Annex 2 Common Data Environment (CDE) requirements

Annex 3 BIM execution plan (BEP) requirements

 intellectual property, copyright and licensing agreements

 rights and obligations of the client / supplier

 defi nition of roles in the project

 annexes to the BIM Protocol

CDE, DSS and Contractual Arrangements

 Building Data Standard (DSS)

 Common Data Environment (CDE)

BIM methodology
Organisation BIM methodology

https://www.koncepcebim.cz/dokumenty?dok=889
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BIM methodology

Annex 2 to the BIM Protocol – Common Data 
Environment (CDE) requirements

The Common Data Environment (CDE) is an information 
management system. The CDE is more than just a "data re-
pository". It includes the procedures and rules required by 
the contracting authority. The annex to the BIM Protocol 
therefore defi nes the precise requirements for the method 
of accessing and using the CDE, in particular the method of 
communication, processes, comments and approvals, the 
links between the contracting authority's data standard and 
the method of storing records in the CDE. 

The annex must be adapted to the specifi c CDE deployed 
on the project. In the case of the pilot phase, where the CDE 
is operated by the supplier, the annex must be adapted ac-
cordingly to include the contracting authority's general re-
quirements (for example, ensuring post-delivery access).

Organisation BIM methodology

 Contractual arrangements and procurement documentation

BIM Protocol (annex to the contract for work or assignment to the project documentation)

Annex 1 Customer information requirements

Annex 2 Common Data Environment (CDE) requirements  

Annex 3 BIM execution plan (BEP) requirements

 intellectual property, copyright and licensing agreements

 rights and obligations of the client / supplier

 defi nition of roles in the project

 annexes to the BIM Protocol

CDE, DSS and Contractual Arrangements

 Building Data Standard (DSS)

 Common Data Environment (CDE)

https://www.koncepcebim.cz/dokumenty?dok=890
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BIM methodology

Annex 3 to the BIM Protocol – BIM execution plan (BEP) 
requirements
 
The BEP document is key for the implementation and mana-
gement of BIM projects. The BEP specifi es the requirements 
and outputs of the project set out in the contract and the 
client's information requirements. The execution plan is also 
closely related to the CDE, especially in the description of the 
software tool, data formats and communication principles. 
The BEP processes and proposes to the contracting autho-
rity fi rst the model supplier (architect / designer) and then 
the construction contractor for the construction and accept-
ance phase. The BEP is an operational document, which is 
updated during the implementation of the contract with 
the agreement of both parties according to the needs of 
project development.

Organisation BIM methodology

 Contractual arrangements and procurement documentation

BIM Protocol (annex to the contract for work or assignment to the project documentation)

Annex 1 Customer's information requirements

Annex 2 Common Data Environment (CDE) requirements

Annex 3 BIM execution plan (BEP) requirements  

 intellectual property, copyright and licensing agreements

 rights and obligations of the client / supplier

 defi nition of roles in the project

 annexes to the BIM Protocol

CDE, Building Data Standard and Contractual Arrangements

 Building Data Standard (DSS)

 Common Data Environment (CDE)

https://www.koncepcebim.cz/dokumenty?dok=891
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Executive summary for the “Prepare” step

  Have we prepared Process Documentation?

 Are the changes related to the BIM method taken into consideration in the organisational structure and internal regulations?
 Have changes to the education system and adaptation to new processes been taken into account?

  Are we ready to move to the pilot phase of the implementation of the BIM method?

  Is the BIM methodology prepared? 

 Do we know what a Common Data Environment (CDE) is and how to adapt it to a pilot project/projects?
 Do we have a building data standard (DSS) ready for a pilot project?
 Do we have a contractual agreement and procurement documentation needed in public procurement process?

 Have we resolved the building data standard (DSS)?

 Do we have specifi ed our own use case for construction projects (PIM) and for building operations (AIM)?
 Do we have specifi ed any custom requirements for data templates?
 Do we have resolved the classifi cation system?
 Do we have a proposal for DSS and IFC integration for the organisation's software?

 Do we know how the contractual arrangements and procurement documents will be set up?

 Do we have a BIM Protocol ready?
 Have we dealt with intellectual property, copyright and licenses?
 Have we suffi  ciently addressed rights and obligations?
 Have the BIM Protocol annexes (Customer information requirements, CDE requirements) been prepared?

  Have we resolved the introduction of the Common Data Environment (CDE)?

 Have we considered the technical solution and licensing?
 Will we integrate the CDE with other systems?
 Do we have prepared a way to pass on information in the CDE?
 Do we have a system for numbering, versioning, reporting and archiving documentation?
 Have we defi ned roles, processes, approval matrices and user rights?
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What steps can our organisation expect? 

Prepare the Process Documentation

2021-2022 PREPARE

2021 DESIGN

Defi ne a project plan for the implementation of the BIM method 

2023 START

Construction projects using the BIM method 

Verify readiness for the implementation of the BIM method

FIND OUT2021

Complete pilot projects

 identify suitable pilot projects

 verify the Process Documentation in pilot projects

 monitor functionality, interconnectedness across the organisation

 modify Process Documentation based on fi ndings from pilot projects

2021-2022
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VERIFY

 Modify Process Documentation based on fi ndings from pilot projects

 Monitor functionality, interconnectedness across the organisation

 Verify the Process Documentation in pilot projects

 Prepare the pilot project

 Identify suitable pilot projects

Complete the pilot project

VERIFY2021 – 2022

The “Verify” step for the organisation is where 
it reaps the benefi ts from the previous acti-
vities that led to the preparation of the im-
plementation procedures for the full-scale 
deployment of BIM. Prior to full-scale deploy-
ment, it is critical to verify the created meth-
odology and procedures on real pilot pro-
jects. Pilot projects will vary according to the 
performance of the organisation's primary 
activities and the stage of completion of the 
organisation's existing construction project 
at the time of piloting. 

Pilot projects should thus provide an answer 
to whether the organisation is ready to award 
public contracts, whether for supplies, ser-
vices or buildings, including defi ning require-
ments related to the BIM method (informa-
tion requirements, their exchange, etc.). 

And above all, they will subsequently provide 
answers to how the organisation is able to 
work digitally with the supplier, work with the 
information again, use it for project manage-
ment and then for the subsequent building 
maintenance.

Modify Process Documentation based on fi ndings from pilot projects
Verify the documentationIdentify the project Prepare the project Monitor functionality Modify the documentation
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 building type

Identify suitable pilot projects in the organisation
Pilot projects should be used to verify the established Pro-
cess Documentation concerning the BIM method of the 
organisation so that each step of the already defi ned pro-
cedure, contractual arrangements, communication, sharing 
and transfer of information and data is verifi ed. It is clear that 
organisations have their investment plans and projects in 
various stages of development, and therefore it is necessary 
to choose not only according to the type of construction 
(civil engineering, infrastructure construction), but especially 
according to the life cycle phase of construction so that vari-
ous pilot projects cover all the phases in the necessary short 
time frame. 

The size of the building is also subject to careful consid-
eration in order to choose moderate buildings, neither too 
small nor too large.

DismantlingPlanning and plan 

Life cycle
of a building

BIM

Use, O
per

at
io

n,
 M

ai
nt

en
an

ce
 an

d Changes Studies and Proposal

Prepara

on a
nd

 

implementa
on

 Planning, Plan preparation

 Study and Design

 Preparation and Realization

 Use, Operation, Maintenance and Changes

 Dismantling/Demolition

select the project phase according 
to the building life cycle

choose a building of a suitable size

Modify Process Documentation based on fi ndings from pilot projects
Verify the documentationIdentify the project Prepare the project Monitor functionality Modify the documentation
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   defi ne the scope of BIM method 
verifi cation for a construction project 
(or a phase thereof )

  determine the information deliverables 
satisfying information requirements

 issue the BIM Protocol for the pilot project

 train the BIM coordinator

Prepare the pilot project
When preparing a pilot project, the organisation chooses 
the scope of BIM verifi cation on a specifi c pilot project or its 
phase. The organisation can use the Catalogue of BIM Ob-
jectives issued by the Czech Standardization Agency    as 
inspiration for BIM objectives in projects (pilot and later rou-
tine). Once the objectives have been set, the organisation 
must determine what the information will be used for and 
turn it into requirements that are refl ected in the procure-
ment documents and contractual arrangements represent-
ed by the BIM Protocol and its annexes. 

In its own preparation for the implementation of the pilot 
project, the organisation must not forget to ensure ade-
quate capacity of the persons participating on pilot projects 
and their training, including the preparation of manuals.  
These are the people who will play the well-defi ned roles 
necessary during the pilot projects. The scope of this team 
will vary both according to the type of phase tested and, 
above all, according to the size of the project. One of the 
most important roles in the pilot project is that of the BIM 
coordinator. 

Modify Process Documentation based on fi ndings from pilot projects
Verify the documentationIdentify the project Prepare the project Monitor functionality Modify the documentation

https://www.koncepcebim.cz/uploads/inq/files/Katalog_BIM_cilu_agentura_CAS%20%281%29.pdf
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  Work procedures including 
the BIM method

 Common Data Environment (CDE)

 Building data standard (DSS)

  Contractual arrangements 
and procurement documentation

Verify the Process Documentation in pilot projects
The Process Documentation concerning the BIM method 
must become a binding internal regulation of the organisa-
tion and as such must comply with the applicable legislation, 
and the actual processes in the organisation. Before deter-
mining commitment, it is necessary to verify the documen-
tation pre-defi ned by the BIM project team in pilot projects. 
The organisation should therefore focus on documentation 
that covers, for example, procurement documentation and 
contractual arrangements, the BIM Protocol and its annexes, 
the data standard, the Common Data Environment (CDE), as 
well as the process workfl ow. 

For each pilot project, it is necessary to determine, according 
to the selected sub-objectives, the specifi c Process Docu-
mentation or part thereof, which will be verifi ed in the form 
of work procedures. At the same time, the organisation must 
provide training for internal and external persons so that 
they know and understand the documentation and what 
they really need to monitor. 

The key is to deliberately select the appropriate parts for 
verifi cation on a specifi c pilot project. An eff ort should be 
made to avoid verifying everything unrealistically at once, 
while also attempting not to verify too slowly.

BIM Protocol, including annexes

Modify Process Documentation based on fi ndings from pilot projects
Verify the documentationIdentify the project Prepare the project Monitor functionality Modify the documentation
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Monitor functionality, interconnectedness across the organisation
Monitoring must take place using pilot verifi cation (test) sce-
narios that will be prepared for this purpose. The verifi cation 
scenarios will contain the procedures that are defi ned in the 
prepared Process Documentation, and each employee who 
participates in the pilot project will record the course of the 
process in the verifi cation scenario according to the actual 
situation.

Thanks to this, the BIM project team obtains detailed informa-
tion about diff erences or, conversely, confi rmation of defi ned 
procedures in the Process Documentation. The BIM project 
team must have periodically updated scenarios at its disposal.. 
This is the only way to detect any major diff erences or new 
needs or procedures that can be corrected on the ongoing 
project in a timely manner. You cannot wait for the project 
phase to end. During monitoring, the BIM team must record 
the real outputs, not just the formally fi ll up the scenario. Oth-
erwise, the pilot project would not serve its purpose. 

The purpose of monitoring is also to monitor the overall im-
plementation process and to evaluate individual objectives. 
If the organisation determines during monitoring that it has 
already managed the set objective, it may decide to include 
another objective in the test in accordance with agile man-
agement (Czech Standardization Agency monitoring report 
template for pilot projects is available here).

Sample scenarios:

Purpose: Monitoring the overall course of the project (monitoring):
• Implementation of the BIM method in the organisation. 
• Fulfi lment of individual objectives (the organisation adapts the wording to its own objectives).

Organisation monitoring for xxx (specify / break down the purpose above):

Task description
Verifi cation

Note
done not done partially 

done

Establishment of the BIM project team.

Defi ning roles for BIM team members.

Assignment of competencies and responsibilities to BIM 
team members.

...

Verifi cation scenario 1: Communication over the project in CDE

Construction project phase Order Description of activities Who (role) Complete Incomplete Reason

Preparation and implementation 1 Set approval matrix Contracting authority 
/ supplier) x

Preparation and implementation 2 Provide inputs to all parties involved 
/ trial

Contracting authority 
/ supplier) x

Preparation and realization 3
Verify contract approval – various 
practical options (approve, reject, edit 
request, versioning, etc.)

Contracting authority 
/ supplier) x

Missing approval matrix 
(to whom to send for 
approval?)

...

Modify Process Documentation based on fi ndings from pilot projects
Verify the documentationIdentify the project Prepare the project Monitor functionality Modify the documentation
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Modify Process Documentation based on fi ndings from pilot projects

Modify Process Documentation based on fi ndings from pilot projects

Feedback will be provided upon completion of the pilot 
projects or parts thereof. The BIM project team will evaluate 
whether there were predefi ned processes in the pilot pro-
jects for the specifi ed objectives according to the Process 
Documentation. Above all, it must evaluate their feasibility 
and usefulness. This mainly involves digital communication, 
not only in the CDE environment, compliant with the con-
tractual documentation, but also the transfer of information 
to the organisation's existing information systems, such as 
the fi le service (sort of DMS), construction budgets, records, 
asset and accounting systems, CAFM, etc. 

If discrepancies are found, the BIM project team must assess 
why the discrepancies have occurred and decide about an 
update of related procedures or processes in the Process 
Documentation. In such a case, the documentation will be 
amended or supplemented, and will be issued by the organ-
isation's management in a new version for widespread use 
in the organisation as valid and eff ective internal regulations.

Verify the documentationIdentify the project Prepare the project Monitor functionality Modify the documentation

Relationship between knowledge, information and data

Information

Knowledge

Data

Framework for the BIM method

Information

Communication

Processes

BIM method
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Executive summary for the “Verify” step

  Do we have identifi ed suitable projects?

 Were the pilot projects selected in relation to the building life cycle?
 Has the appropriate building size been chosen?

  Was the pilot project suffi  ciently prepared? 

 Have the sub-objectives of the project been identifi ed?
 Have been determined what information will be used for?
 Has a BIM Protocol been drawn up for the pilot project?
 Did we train the BIM coordinator?

 Was the monitoring performed by a trained BIM team?
 Were verifi cation scenarios prepared and evaluated?

   Have we suffi  ciently monitored the functionality and interconnectedness of the processes 
within the BIM method?

  Were the outputs from the pilot projects taken into account in the Process Documentation? 

 Has feedback been provided?
 Have the outputs been refl ected in possible changes in the processes?
 Have changes to the organisation's fi le service (DMS), CDE and other systems been taken into account?
 Were changes necessary in the contractual arrangements and procurement documentation, especially 
in the BIM Protocol?

  Are we suffi  ciently prepared to implement construction projects using the BIM method?

  Have we determined what Process Documentation we will verify in the pilot project?

 Were BIM process schemas included in the verifi cation?
 Has CDE been included?
 Are we verifying the data standard? 
 Has the contract standard and procurementdocumentation been included in the verifi cation?

BIM. Tendering confi dently and fairly, building and operating eff ectively.
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What steps can our organisation expect? 

2021-2022 VERIFY

Complete pilot projects

BIM. Tendering confi dently and fairly, building and operating eff ectively.

2023 START

Construction projects using the BIM method 

Prepare the Process Documentation

2021-2022 PREPARE

2021 DESIGN

Defi ne a project plan for the implementation of the BIM method 

Verify readiness for the implementation of the BIM method

FIND OUT2021
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DSS – data standard for construction, i.e. a set of information requirements for the 
structured information model (one well-known example is Cobie, used in the UK, so the 
Czech local standard is also called DSS). DSS includes CCI.

Digital Czechia program –the strategy national document for digitisation of the 
public sector.

DIMS – a digital building model is a structured and object-oriented representation of 
a building or its parts, containing representations of individual building elements with 
their properties and in the graphical form needed for the required display. It is usually 
created as an output of software tools intended for the construction design phase.

IMS – building information model. This is a shared digital representation of the 
physical and functional characteristics of structures or parts thereof used to examine 
their properties and for specifi ed purposes, including documentation associated 
with all phases of the construction life cycle. This means data, process workfl ows, 
communication etc. This is a  database that includes complete data in the form of digital 
models, spreadsheets, text documents and more types of fi les compiled from the 
initial design through construction, building maintenance and possible changes to 
completed constructions through to their removal, i.e. all information usable during 
the whole life cycle of the construction.

FM – facility manager or facility management.

GAP analysis – a very standard analysis of the current and future state used for any 
more extensive changes. Through the analysis process the organisation starts to better 
understand its needs, can imagine its future and thus clarify its goals, assess means of 
achieving them, and consequently set a list of requirements needed for change, draw 
up a realistic plan and start to meaningfully bring about the hange. 

Life cycles of buildings – each country may have a slightly diff erent name for phases 
owing to long-term usage or compliance with the country’s laws. In CZ and our brochure 
we use Preparation, Realisation and Maintenance. 

• Preparation – includes planning and preparation of the investment plan, pro-
curement/tendering, design, in short everything up to the realisation of the 
building

• Realisation – means the building phase

• Maintenance – means the usage, operation and maintenance phases

Process Documentation – primarily means internal process documents, methodical 
directions, approval matrix, and manuals. However, it can include also organigrams, 
job descriptions and other of the organisation’s strategic documents, such as budgets, 
fi nancial plans or even details such as IT backbone structures (internal coding, name 
lists, etc.) set up for an internal environment actually in place. It is impossible to list all 
the documents that need to be updated. It may vary from organisation to organisation. 

Procurement documentation – also known as Tender documentation. Covers 
all documents needed for the public procurement procedure (process). 

Use case – means what the organisation is going to achieve by implementing a specifi c 
part of the BIM method (e.g. elimination of mistakes in project documentation, 
optimisation of construction processes, timely clash detection, etc.). 

Verifi cation scenarios – analogous with test scenarios; however a test scenario is 
more detailed in that it uses IT testing that cannot always be simulated in our case. 
The aim is to create a simple checklist that will allow the verifi cation of new procedures 
drafted in Step 3 to be monitored and any discrepancies to be recorded.

Abbreviations for brochure
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